Sending Images (Photos, Graphs, etc.) to JAHVMA
6/24/21

All images must be your original or accompanied by permission to reprint. Please do not send images that do not comply with these criteria.

Image Specifications:
• Images must be submitted as attachments to emails. Do NOT submit an image in a Word document.
• Images must be submitted as individual image files (jpg, png, tiff).
• Each image should be saved/named with the title of the paper and the figure #. The figure legends should be included at the end of the manuscript (in the Word doc). To avoid redundancy, titles of images should be located in the figure legend and not embedded in the figure.
• All images for inclusion with papers must be 300 dpi and at least 2 x 4 inches. Cover images must be 300 dpi and at least 8.5 x 11 inches.

Taking photos:
• Pictures can be taken with a DSLR camera or a cellphone like an iPhone 6 or higher. Be sure your cellphone can take photos that are 300 dpi or higher. (Simply Google for this information if in doubt.)

Sending photos to JAHVMA:
• For photos taken on a cellphone: Email the image in the highest resolution the phone allows—on an iPhone, this is an “Actual Size” attachment—to: editor-jahmva@ahvma.org.
• For photos taken on a digital camera: Attach the image and email to editor-jahvma@ahvma.org.

If you have any concerns about the quality of the image you are submitting, we encourage you to seek help from a friend/family member/colleague prior to submitting a possibly inadequate image to JAHVMA. While we would like to support you in this endeavor, our time and resources are limited such that we cannot guarantee that your image(s) will be accepted.